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Then this workbook is for you!
The prompts inside will help you explore your

brand on a deeper level and build a strong
foundation for your visual presence. 

 
You will examine your personal story, your current

brand imagery, and more! Don't be afraid to dig
deep, change things, or start from scratch in areas

you haven't explored yet!
 

As a bonus, consider posting on your social media
in response to the prompts! Use the hashtag 

                                        when you do!

         Have Fun!

Do you want to brand your business? 
Attract your ideal client? 

Uplevel your visual presence?
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All About You
Your brand doesn’t exist without YOU. 

Let your followers see your face and get a glimpse of who you are and
what you do. Part of strong branding is building a personal connection
with your viewers! Seeing your face helps your ideal clients feel like they

know you, which creates a trust, which leads to purchases!
 

Write a short bio about yourself.
Consider posting this bio along with your favorite photo of yourself!
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Business Story
Every brand evolves from the story that is your business!

How did you start? 
How has your business grown or changed? 

What are your core, unmovable values?
 

Write the story of your business!
Consider sharing the story with a throwback photo!
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Love Language
Choose 5 words that describe your brand. 

What do these words mean to you personally? 
What do they mean to your business? 

Are your brand values and mission tied to these words? 
 

Consider showing these words in a graphic 
and share your mission with your followers!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
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Color Coded
Colors convey emotion and attract attention. 

What are your brand colors? 
How do these colors represent the emotion behind your brand? 

Look up the psychology behind your colors; do they 
match your goals?

 
Consider posting a photo of your favorite “on brand” item!
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Logo Land
Two major pieces of branding are logos and strong imagery! 

Does your logo represent your brand? 
Does your imagery reflect the message you want to promote? 

 
Consider posting your logo or favorite brand image. Share how you

feel about your current imagery and some goals you may have
moving forward!
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Behind The Scenes
A lot of times, our creative process is what sets us apart from others in
our field. But, we sometimes forget to show the process because we

are so focused on the product. 
 

What is your process?
What about it sets your apart from your competition?

 
Consider sharing a behind the scenes photo and pair it with a

testimonial or insight into your process!
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Why?
We all have our reasons for being an entrepreneur and for what keeps
us motivated. Digging deep and sharing helps your clients connect with
you on a personal level, which helps them feel like they know and can

trust you. It also makes you relatable!
 

What is your why?
 

Consider sharing this why with your followers through photos and a
personal caption.
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Client Avatar
We all have a sea of ideal clients just waiting for us, we just have to define them! 

Who is your ideal client? 
Where do they hang out? 

What do they do for work? 
How can you reach them? 

 
Write a dream DM to your ideal client!

 
Consider sharing a photo of the place you’d most likely meet this client,

and share the DM as the caption!
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Sell Yourself!
Sometimes we get so caught up in what to post, how to share without

oversharing, how to appeal to our ideal client...that we forget to sell
ourselves! After all, this is a business! 

 
What is your favorite product or service that you offer?

What do you want to sell more of? Less of?
Do your services align with your brand values?

Does your pricing align with your personal values?
 

Consider sharing your latest offering and sell, sell, sell!
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kayla@monarchcollaborative.com

Book a call with me to turn your
notes into a strong strategy! 
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